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Performance! Release 12.6324  
 
Flowserve is pleased to announce an interim release of Performance!  the industry’s 
foremost Control Valve Sizing, Selection and Project Management Software. Following 
are details about new product/features, enhancements done and bugs resolved in this 
release. 
 
New Products/Features/Enhancements 
 
1. List Prices and Multipliers updated 
About every ten years we reevaluate the list price and multiplier structure for all control 
valve products except Kammer products. These products include control valves, 
actuators and accessories. As done in the past, we are adjusting list prices and 
multipliers, with no net effect on consumer net prices, by doubling list prices and halving 
multipliers. Beginning Tuesday, February 18, 2014, the new list prices and multipliers 
have been activated in Performance! sizing and selection software and ORACLE. 
 
2. Update existing valve data - Grid Update Enhancement 
The users can now update valve data of existing records and then import the updated 
data back to Performance!. The existing records can be updated by using the Fast Grid 
Update dialog. This dialog is invoked by clicking the Grid Update button in the Valve 
Manager. The user needs to specify the template for the valve data to be edited. After 
updating, the data is saved and then imported. While importing, the attribute mapping of 
updated valve data is done to match with Performance! attributes. The valve record(s) 
updated are automatically reflected in the Sizing and the Specification windows. 
 
3. Create valve data with predefined template - Grid Quote Enhancement 
The users can now create valve records with the predefined templates and then import 
to Performance!. The valve records can be created by using the Fast Grid Quote dialog. 
This dialog is invoked by clicking the Grid Quote button in the Valve Manager. The user 
needs to specify the template for creating the valve record. The user can also load the 
existing valve records (created by using the same template). The users can create bulk 
records using this feature. After creating the record(s), the data is saved and then 
imported. While importing, the attributes mapping of new valve record(s) is done to 
match with Performance! attributes. The valve record(s) created are automatically 
reflected in the Sizing and the Specification windows.  
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Issues Fixed 
 
Issue # 0014417, 0013279, 0014383, 0012959, 0013304, 0014097, 0014370, 0014387, 
0013703, 0014450 
 
The summary report of issues is given below: 
 
0014417 - Mark One, Brewery: The Brewery trim option has been enabled for both flow 
directions, i.e. Flow Under and Flow Over. Previously, it was enabled only for Flow 
Over. 
 
0013279 - Mark 100, Stroke: A user reported that while sizing a Mark 100 valve, he 
ended-up with a non-standard Stroke(> 4") for VL cylinder actuator and it resulted in 
incorrect spring size. This issue is resolved and now warnings message is displayed 
when such type of out of override happens. This allows user to review the overrides 
done. 
 
0014383 - Mark One, Size change: A user reported that during importing a 10 inch 
Mark One valve, the size changed to 12 inch valve. This issue is fixed now. 
 
0012959 - ShearStream HP, Pressure/Temperature ratings: For ShearStream HP, 
the P/T ratings have been updated for Carbon Steel (WCC). This has been done by 
including the Carbon Steel (WCC) in Group 1.2 instead of Group 1.1 material as per 
ASME B16.34. 
 
0013304 - Report Builder, Pressure Values: A user reported that in spite of selecting 
the pressure values in gages, the Report Builder window was showing pressure values 
as absolute. This issue has been fixed. 
 
0014097 – Water, Vapour Pressure: A user reported that Performance! was showing 
incorrect vapor pressure of water and it resulted in incorrect sizing of the valve. This 
issue came up as for older projects, the gage pressure adjustment needed to be 
corrected. This issue is resolved and now Performance! shows correct vapor pressure.  
 
0014370 - Logix 520MD+, Thiers: At Thiers site, the Logix 520MD+ positioner has 
been made available Mark One and MaxFlo 3 valves. Also, the threaded connection 
has been defaulted to ½ inch NPT instead of M20. 
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0014387 - Logix 520MD+, Certification: For Logix 520MD+ positioners with 
Intrinsically Safe ATEX certification, all switches except the Reed and the Remote 
Mount Feedback have been blocked. If selected with ‘rule block’ option, Performance! 
shows certification violation message.  
 
0013703 - TMCBV, Wrong sizing for two phase: For two phase fluid, Performance! 
did incorrect sizing for TMCBV. It happened after selection of special trim. This issue is 
resolved.  
 
0014450 - List Price Update: The list prices have been updated for all control valve 
products except Kammer products. These include control valves, actuators and 
accessories. 
 
 
Thanks to all who contributed to this release. 
 
Please continue to report all issues in our tracker: 
http://www.flowserveperformance.com/performtracker 
 
 
 
Flowserve - Performance! Team 
performance@flowserve.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 


